
Value added, eco-luxury inspirational themes from Chic Greek Gifts
for friends and family, business  or just simply to make an impact

#wedeliverGreece
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At Chic Greek Gifts we want to share with you our passion 
for anything Greek of incomparable quality and taste.

Our mission is to search the country for the finest, most 
extraordinary foods, cosmetics and art that promote the 
Greek culture.
 
Our goal has been to offer themed gift boxes that meet 
your and our uncompromising standards.
 
We believe that Greece can be rebranded in its most 
authentic and original manner.

Our commitment to you is to continue this quest for 
excellence.

Evelyn Bakinta

Our Story
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Corporate Gifting

Contact us to discuss how we can contribute in retaining 
your high status, by designing a unique corporate gifting 
program. Call our Corporate Gifts Concierge today for client 
gifts, employee incentive gifts, event gifts or appreciation 
gifts.

T. +30 6979973124 or email trade@chicgreekgifts.com

We are here to help!
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Transform your Client Experience

The sort of corporate gifts you give can express your company values 
in a way that makes the recipient proud to be your partner, and more 
likely to share those good feelings with others.

Corporate gifts are an important 
way to say thank you. 

Promo gifts
Press kits 06



Use the power of gifting to support your goals. Stay in touch at 
every opportunity throughout the year to energize your clients, 
employees and colleagues. 

Brand it as your own by including your promotional material in the 
box. Impress key clients and show your partners just how much 
they mean to you. 

Guaranteed!

Express your company values 
in a way that makes the recipient 

proud to be your partner

Conference gifts
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Our Vision for Sustainability

At 2020’s footsteps our company set sustainability goals which were 
reported through our communication channels to clients, vendors and 
the community. 

This was just-in-time, as 2020 has quickly gone from a promising year into 
one of the most damaging, and the estimated recovery period has already 
shifted back several times. 

Doing good by doing well

Being sustainable is not something that can be achieved overnight. It 
is an ongoing process which includes actions, like minimizing the amount 
of plastic that you use to maximizing the local artisanal suppliers you 
cooperate with, and so on. We started off by setting our goals, defining 
evaluation steps to be followed and designating the time horizon when 
we will be ready for official ratings.

Minoan Heritage
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We think sustainable but since we operate in the gifting industry we still 
wish to keep branding classy and elegant so recipients feel comfortable 
with using the gift.

Why Eco-luxury? 

Why sustainable?

Buying sustainable gifts not only makes you feel good and the recipient 
feel happy, but also helps address diverse community needs that make the 
world a better place. So since it’s important to give a physical item to be 
remembered, consider something that gives back by doing so. Try out 
our craft boxes filled with ecological items made from local craftsmen or 
farmers. 

Olive Culture

Eco gift

Plant me
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Gifts inspired from History & Mythology

Incredible Crete

Sophia - Wisdom Together we make history

Kouros - Volcanic Lava Products

Olympian Spirit
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Gifts to stay Top of Mind

Treat the accountant in your life or reward members of your accounts team with inspired gift ideas for items they 
would actually appreciate. Math gurus will understand the cup of ancient Greek math philosopher Pythagoras and 
history masters will love you for showing the light at the end of the tunnel with Apollo.

Enigma Sun & Light
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Pillow Gifts for Hotels and Villas 

Welcome your guests with small practical luxuries they find on their 
bedside. Grow better relationships with a small surprise.

Keyrings

Philosopher’s Pencils

Cufflinks
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Get the best reviews from the
WOW effect your gifts bring!

Your logo here

Gratitude Attitude
Fondant Honey Treat

Worry Beads - Komboloi
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Travelers not 100% relaxed this 
season due to Corona?

Chic Greek Gifts designed gift ideas 
for travelers, and more

A sustainable on-the-go kit for guests traveling to a resort, shows care. Pamper 
them with small practical luxuries such as green olive soap, natural sea sponge 
and heart-shape olive wood,  giving a new meaning to eco luxury. 

Arm travelers with serious germ-fighting tools including green olive oil 
soap, natural sea sponge, antiseptic and antibacterial hand disinfectant 
gel and a handmade fabric mask. This kit helps streamline packing with 
compact solutions that emphasize portability and practicality. Having said 
that, Social Distancing does not stop us from showing care to those we 
love and value with an earth-colours wooden heart.

Olive Heart

Stay Safe 14



Party Gifts

We provide bespoke party crackers for a variety of promotional events 
and parties, corporate functions and holiday sales campaigns which 
can be used as a give-away, as art-de-la-table décor pieces or as a 
sentimental corporate gift. The crackers in Greek deep blue colour and 
silver décor feature the traditional tissue crown along with special 
Greek-style products: handmade bracelet, komboloy-worry-beads 
and lucky eye ornament 

Party Crackers

Your logo here
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Seasonal Gifts

Any of our products and gift boxes in this catalogue can be curated 
with seasonal décor and ambalage to be sent out as holiday gifts. 

She’s a Lady White Prestige

Season’s Greetings

White Prestige
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Olive Charm

Tree Ornament to give-awayCookie Homes

Be my Valentine Gentleman
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OUZO anyone? 

Did you not know that 
associates run on liquids? 
Having their own craft box 

with alcohol goodies 
can keep them high-spirited 

after a long day

Wine Time

Best Man
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The Etiquette of Giving

Stylish accessories can also act as an ice breaker and conversation 
starter at post-work events too. 

Mediterranean Lady

Luxe Vintage
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Still haven’t 
made up your mind? 

Foodies

Who doesn’t love delicious food delivered to their door? Try a 
gift box inspired from the love the Greeks have for the olive 
tree and its products and you will be on the safe side.

Seafood Lovers

Foodie Style
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Treasures from Crete

Gourmet

Olive Green Kalimera -Breakfast in bed

Dine In
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What is a “Big Fat Greek wedding” 
without the welcome gifts and the 

wedding favours? 

Wedding Gifts 

Thank you Maria Menounos and 
Keven Undergaro for trusting us on 

your very special day!

Corsage
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Ask for our custom
wedding themes

Napkin Ring Bracelet (2-in-1)

Mr Greek

Wedding Favours 
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Selecting Gifts for Kids and Mums

Puzzled? Not any more with our Fun & Learn Gift Box designed to 
bring happiness to all the little loved ones! Complement it with a 
super food bar and Greek history goodies and you are done!

Puzzles, card games and board game, have many health 
benefits, both emotionally and intellectually. In addition to 
managing stress, puzzling can strengthen different parts of a 
child’s brain, resulting in changes that help with coordination and 
motor skills. 

Fun & Learn

Pencil Cases
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Mum-to-be

what do you get the mum-to-be 
who always seems to have everything 

under control?

If you need some inspiration for gift ideas, we have highlighted the  baby 
shower gift boxes they would really cherish or personal wellness gift box 
to pamper themselves during pregnancy.

Will you be my bridesmaid?

It’s a Boy

Divine Aphrodite Natural  Beauty
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Wellness Gifts

Great “thinking of you” gifts for pampering and relaxing.

Green Spa

Relaxing Time 26



Covid-era Gifts

Event Canceled Due  to Coronavirus?
Chic Greek Gifts designed gift ideas for clients 

and colleagues
With conference cancellations, event uncertainty, and teleworking on the 
rise, we know that forward-thinking companies are looking for alternative 
ways to show they care.

Help transform a personal space into a working environment with a woo-
den card holder, pencils with Greek philosopher’s quotes, as well as substi-
tuting on-site event food and beverage with Karteraki green mountain tea, 
pine & thyme honey and handmade honey treat fondant. 

Meeting in ProgressHome Office Treat
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From a simple wellness kit to a teleconference package, Chic Greek Gifts gives you some creative ideas to connect with clients 
and reward employees to help them remain productive and, above all, safe.

Sent ahead of a medical teleconferencing session, this thoughtfully Iasis medical gift set can help create buzz and prepare at-
tendees for a fun, productive experience. Besides the basic building blocks such as motto pencils, card holder and mini-statues 
of Hygeia and Hippocrates impress recipients with a Live Well design olive wood stamp taking your tele-event to the next level.

Iasis - wellness Clean & Safe
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Whether it’s temporary or the new norm, make 
working from home easier with goodies such as 
motto pencils and a funny notepad, a double 
pocket lucky eye mirror to check yourself before 
entering Zoom(!!), plus antiseptic and antibacterial 
hand disinfectant gel to remain safe. 

This gesture reminds colleagues 
of their connection and bond to 

the rest of the company

Meeting in Progress
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Museum Gifts

We love seeing our products in those unique retail spaces that help 
educate visitors, build the museum’s brand, and work to highlight the 
aspects of art the institution views as important. Whether you have a 
new exhibition coming soon or need a new mishmash of items that 
make sense, consider our curated selection.

Find our collection on
Foundation of the Helleric World retail shop

Minoan Pithoi Aegean Spirit
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Museum Gifts

Want to strike a special chord with a 
client you value as a VIP? 

Think value added, eco-luxury inspirational 
themes from Chic Greek Gifts

The VIP Gifts Curator

One of the greatest honours we have experienced! 
VIPs enjoying a Chic Greek Gift! Prince Charles & Camilla, Mr. Big 
from Sex & the City, Nikos Aliagas just to name a few. 

Russian Cosmonauts
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“Thank you for supporting small and medium size women businesses from the Greek Islands”

Ready to Ship Conferences Seminars Custon Made Events Meetings Season Gifts

#wedeliverGreece


